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THANK YOU! 
Thank you for choosing to take a look at this short booklet, a little taste of 
knowledge about your aura/your energy field and what the colours mean!  This 
is a fascinating subject and so simple once you become aware of the 
fundamental platform of how it is working.  Please note this book is an 
introduction – there’s so much to explore and learn!  

Accepting that everything is energy – we are all one 
Back in the early years of High School we are taught the basic concept that 
everything is energy.  This is a crucial and very relevant subject to us human 
beings, the world and universe we live in.  It’s not a subject that is expanded on 
to show how it is important to us.   

Basic Science tells us that it is a fact that dynamic moving energy is around us, 
going through everything - all the time.  It never stops.  This energy has many 
names such as Chi energy, Pranic energy, life force energy, Source, Zero point 
field, unified field etc. and natural healing modalities such as music therapy, 
energy healing and acupuncture harness this pure energy flow for better 
human health.  Just this knowledge alone helps us accept that there is energy 
all around us and in us; it is natural and all we need to do is learn how to work 
with it for optimal outcomes.  There are billions of lines of energy flying 
through space, through everything around us, through us.  All these energy 
lines bind us together, creating ONE unit.  This is how we are all ONE! 

We all have our own unique energy signature 
frequency 
As all these different energy waves pass through the things around us and 
ourselves, we absorb these energy waves and our dense matter body starts to 
vibrate.  Our Soul is unique and so we each have a Soul Essence Frequency 
Signature embedded in us.   
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As energy passes into our body, it mixes in with the energy frequency of the 
quality level of our thoughts, emotions, state of our physical body, our karma 
and more.  All these energies mix together all the time within us producing a 
median frequency infused with our Soul Essence frequency – that is the 
constantly changing frequency we are sending out!  This energy fills our energy 
field around us – and can be seen as changing shades of colour! 

The quality / speed of the energy we emit, draws in and creates the quality of 
what happens in our life!  We are attractors through the level of quality of our 
own energy! 

Everything is vibrating at its own hertz frequency rate. When we actively clear 
our energy field and body of slower denser energy speeds, and raise our 
vibration, we are consciously choosing to draw in better health, happiness, 
better relationship interactions and more! 

Sound and colour ray energy waves are hertz 
frequency energy 
Energy waves are recorded as hertz frequency waves and can be measured 
from slow to fast.  These energy hertz frequency waves also carry information 
or characteristics, and when they pass through our human energy field and 
through our physical body our resonance field responds to and is influenced by 
the information in the energy we are receiving.  

Most people cannot see it with their eyes, as energy is invisible to our eyeballs, 
unless you are clairvoyant.  When we are in touch with our intuition and 
heighten our other senses we can start to learn to feel our energy and other 
people’s energy too. 

Black space is a busy place 
We look out at the night sky, out into the Universe we are a part of, and all we 
see is black space pin-pricked with stars.  We don’t see much happening out 
there and it is easy to assume nothing is happening.  Once again our eyeballs 
are not capable of seeing what is actually happening.   
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Black space is an incredible highway of very powerful energy waves carrying 
information and characteristics that have come from the billions of stars, 
planets etc all that resonate with their own vibrational hertz frequency rate.  
These lines of energy are flung from their vibrational source and cross dark 
space until they penetrate something else like another planet or star, and their 
vibration is absorbed and influences the vibration of that place.   

Our planet Earth is bombarded constantly with vibrational energy waves, which 
are absorbed into the planet and also absorbed by us.  These lines of energy 
and its information & characteristics influence our emotional state.  Astrology 
suddenly makes perfect sense.  The energy vibrational waves crossing the 
universe, passing through us, unite us all to be ONE.  AS we receive other 
planet’s vibration from in our Solar System this has been known as The Music 
of The Spheres.  Each vibration influences the other.  Suddenly it is obvious to 
become respectful as to what vibrational emotional energy YOU are emitting 
out from yourself, and affecting or infecting others with.  Your emotional 
behaviour matters. 

Human beings – the perfect receivers of vibrational 
energy waves 
Our human body is the perfect resonator of energy.  This is because we are 
primarily made up of water and bone, which are pure conductors of energy, 
and able to instantly pass on energy waves within our body.  Energy waves are 
absorbed into the water in every cell, which starts to vibrate with a ripple 
effect and quickly passes through to our bone content, which also very easily 
vibrates.  We quickly become vibrating rods of energy !  We are very easily 
influenced by pulsing energy frequencies, and need to consciously choose what 
energy frequencies we wish to be exposed to.  As we know, not all humans are 
living with the highest intent, and look for ways to influence us through how 
we feel.  Marketing and advertising are good examples as is the high level of 
negative lower emotional frequencies pulsed out of our televisions and 
computers. 
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What is an aura?   
An Aura or the Human Energy Field, also known by other names such as the 
bio-plasmic field, is the resonate energy waves human beings emit from inside 
and around the outside of the physical body, so we radiate light like a beacon.  
This energy field has the potential to be made up of different colours, being 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, lavender, magenta, pink, gold 
and white.   

The colours that are present in our human energy field are a direct correlation 
to our current emotional state.  It’s all about thoughts and feelings.  As our 
emotional state changes the colours in our energy field also change.  In 
addition, we are attracting in new colour energy waves that sit in our energy 
field waiting for their opportunity to move in, as a shift in our feelings state 
changes. 

Our connection with colour energy is quite obvious and indicates that it is an 
important factor in our makeup, health levels and also connects us to 
everything around us. 

What are chakras? 
There are seven major chakras and these are located down our central spinal 
column both back and front of our body.  These major centres are spinning 
vortex receivers of Chi or Prana energy, which is available all around us to be 
drawn into our physical body and distributed around our body through our 
meridian lines.  The meridian lines are what acupuncture use to clear energy 
blockages with the needles they temporarily insert. 

Interestingly with our 7 major chakras their colours are the same colours that 
make up the rainbow; so we are a reflection of our environment around us – as 
above so below, as within so without.  The chakras are drawing in colour; an 
indicator of how important colour is to us, and that we are made up of colour.  
It is our chi energy fuel. 

Each chakra has its own colour and function and they have independent 
functions and also collaborative functions with the other chakras.   
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It is important that all the chakras are clear of blockages and slower emotional 
energy (known as ‘baggage’!), and open to receive Chi energy of that colour, 
and balanced.  This way we are receiving the amount of all the different energy 
colours which fuel our physical body, keep a balanced emotional state, and 
positive thinking, and our human energy field is strong, protected from outside 
influencing energy waves that don’t serve us, and keep us connected to our 
own inner connection to our essence and presence of our own self, knowing’s 
of what we require and not influenced to others people’s will. 

The vibrational level of colours – as we store 
emotional baggage the quality of colour in our aura 
drops from pure into muddy shades 
All colours have a vibrational wave-length.  In the rainbow Red is the longest 
and slowest wavelength through to Violet having the shortest and fastest 
wavelength.  So with all these different speeds of colour it makes up a 
spectrum of colour energy ray waves. 

Each colour has it’s fastest and purest speed and as we collect emotional 
baggage and it is stored in our chakras and body it causes the colours speed to 
drop into a muddy shade of colour.  As the speed of our emotions and thoughts 
drop, our overall vibration level drops – dragging us down into pain and 
suffering. 

Duality – the muddy shadow aspect of ourselves 
To be born on Earth is to live the experience of opposites, or to be living in 
duality.  This means that we have the ability to experience high vibrational 
emotions and thoughts which show up as pure vibrant colour in our aura, or we 
can drop our vibrational emotions into more painful emotions and these show 
up in our aura as muddier shades of colour. 

When we see the muddy shade of colour it is indicating we have stored low 
vibration emotions, karma and trauma in our energy and chakras.  Finding this 
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out is not to say we are bad; we came here to Be Human to have all the 
experiences – the highs and the lows.  

By becoming aware of the muddy colours in our energy field it is a gift of 
awareness telling us we can now clear out that dense muddy low vibration and 
raise your vibration by bringing in fresh fast vibration colours reconnecting us 
to those higher vibration thoughts and emotions.   

By clearing out our energy field regularly, and bringing in fresh high vibration 
energy this energy filters into our physical body when it is breathed into our 
body through our chakras.  The chakras then filter the energy through our 
meridian lines all around our body. 

Once this fresh pure energy has entered all our cells, and our energy shift 
completes, we may start to notice how we speak and interact much better, and 
how our choices improve. 

This regular energy field maintenance and upgrading connects us to opening 
into our spiritual path and spiritual journey.  It can become quite addictive!  
When we feel that high vibration energy come in it is so uplifting, inspirational 
and loving we can’t help but keep connecting in for more! 

We always are a divine energy being 
Our Soul Essence within us ensures we are always divinely connected.  While 
we are incarnated in a human body we are choosing to have a human 
experience.  We may think we are just a human, but in fact we are an eternal 
divine energy being first, just here being human for a short while.   

When we work to clear and upgrade the quality of our auric energy field we are 
then on our spiritual path, a journey to discovering what it means to be a divine 
energy being.  We are rediscovering and remembering who we really are! 
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We are colour.  We are sound. 
Sound energy waves and airborne Colour Ray energy waves are measured as 
hertz frequency speeds of energy.  As you will see from the photos in the 
following pages you can see we are made up of colour ray energy.   

Each colour is also a musical sound note – So you are emitting colour and you 
are also emitting musical sound notes!   

Our chakras draw in a specific colour and the colour is connected to a sound 
note: 

Colour Chakra Name Chakra Location Musical Sound 
Note 

Violet Crown Top of head B 

Indigo Brow or 3rd Eye Between the eyes A 

Blue Throat Base of neck G 

Green Heart Between breasts F 

Yellow Solar Plexus Just above the 
navel 

E 

Orange Sacral Lower abdomen D 

Red Base Perineum C 
 

Each colour and each musical sound note carry very specific information, 
characteristics, themes and instructions.  As your body receives the musical 
sound note and colour rays as energy waves these instruction templates are 
absorbed into your body – it communicates this information into every cell, 
your DNA and nervous system.   

Being conscious what you are exposing your body to – what music is being 
played, what electronic devices are playing, what people are saying (as speech 
is also a sound) tremendously helps to keep your body clear and also receiving 
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high quality high vibration energy as much as possible, so keeping your head 
clearer, less baggage emotionally comes in etc.  This is conscious living. 

The meaning of the colours in your aura photos 
The colours present in your aura at the time an aura / chakra photo is take, is a 
snap shot of what is happening right in that moment.  The aura / chakras can 
change rapidly, so being mindful of this change tells you to look at what you 
were focussed on, doing, thinking about and feeling right at that moment.  That 
is the information being photographed at that time! 

Any colour predominantly White (eg. White Violet) indicates that your energy 
field is mainly white light with some of the other colour.  Any energy field with 
mainly White is in a highly charged highly spiritual state, the vibration of that 
energy field is transformational, fast, pure.  When the aura is a colour then you 
are experiencing the qualities, theme, characteristics and information 
instructions carried in that colour ray. 
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The White Aura – An Intense Transformation Occurring in 
Your Energy Field 

The White aura is an amazingly dynamic and transformation state to be in!  

It shows how we look when the human body is closely aligned to Spirit, our 
creator – the All Knowing energy force that is in everything, that created us.  
Spirit’s universal energy field connects us together to be one big vibrating 
energy field, so here we are close to that.   

When our aura is white it means a 
number of things we may be 
experiencing: 

•  We are completely aware 
that we are first and foremost an 
Energy Being, and only at the 
moment a Human Being; 

• We are aware our energy 
body is our Eternal Life: this is how 
we live on after ‘death’; 

• We feel very close to Spirit, 
and all things Spiritual are of 
importance; 

• We know and live by the 
code that life is primarily about 

Spiritual evolvement; 
• Our senses are highly activated; 
• We are going through an intense healing when the aura is white;  the 

aura is a an unbroken egg shape; 
• The chakras are all perfectly balanced – the same size and circular shape. 
• The Crown chakra is pure white and the third eye is violet – the crown 

colour energy has moved down to the third eye confirming a close 
connection to spiritual Divinity. 

• Our energy field is emitting a very healing energy to those around us; 
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• Being in the White aura is experiencing a recalibration of our energy 
field. 

• To be around a person with a white energy field, or a lot of white present 
in their energy field, their energy field is cleansing, healing and uplifting 
for you and your energy field.  You may feel drawn to be around them. 

Duality – The Shadow Aspect of White:  Typically when your aura is White you 
are undergoing a profound transformation within yourself, with deep insights 
and realisations, neutralising old emotional wounds , trauma and critical 
sabotage thought forms.  The White energy is dynamic, high speed and 
generally is present for a short period of time; long enough to transmit the 
recalibration to completion-establishing a platform for a new energy matrix in 
the energy field.  An important time of self-nurturing and rest. 
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The White/Violet Aura – the Vibration of “The Magi”; 
Magic can Happen 

The White-Violet aura is 
predominantly White with some 
violet and is vibrating at a very fast 
rate.  When immersed in White 
Violet we are experiencing a highly 
spiritual state and closely 
connected to Divinity, the spiritual 
realm, and usually very focussed on 
the spiritual path.  White is a colour 
of profound transformation and 
Violet is a colour of clearing and 
calm. 

• The speed of your vibration 
offers a tremendous clearing for 
yourself, and also it radiates out 
like a beacon offering a healing for 
others around you; 

• The chakras are open, 
balanced and perfectly circular; 

• The Crown chakra is large and the violet colour often ringed in white 
light, the third eye is large to receive visions and messages. 

• Receiving equal amounts of chi energy of that colour/sound note of each 
chakra; 

• Easily recognise the importance of allowing another to have their various 
life experiences without your interference; allowing these ones their own 
realisations; 

• To be in White Violet is to be in a state of alchemy and magic. 

Duality - The Shadow Aspect of White Violet Ray:  If you were to look for a 
shadow or ‘negative’ aspect of living in the vibration of White Violet these 
people can be seen to be over-focussed on all that is spiritual.   
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The Violet Aura – Clearing and Calming 
• Violet is a deep clearing colour, and an all Violet aura shows a thorough 

clearing is occurring in all chakras, the meridian lines are carrying violet 
all around the body so clearing is happening in all the cells in the body, as 
well as in the energy field. 

• Violet’s deep clearing ability is able to instigate a transmutation of 
negative energy in the energy field; this is the clearing ability of 
dissolving negative energy, and clearing out energy connection to past 
pain, emotional wounds and trauma. 

Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Violet Ray:  The shadow or negative aspect of 
Violet is the opposite of calm – anxious and fearful, which closes our 
connection to magical Factor X. 
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White Blue – The Vibration of “The Dove”; The Bringer of 
Peace on Earth 

White-Blue aura is 
predominantly 
transformational White, with 
Blue the colour of Peace and 
Communication.  With the high 
quantity of White this also is a 
fast vibrating state of being, 
that is in close alignment to 
Spirit.  With the colour White 
Blue It’s primary characteristic 
is of unshakable deep calm and 
contentment.  

• A high vibration that is 
being emitted like a beacon, 
offering healing of peace to 
those around you; 

• A state of inner 
tranquillity and peace, 
contemplation and reflection; 

• A desire for peace, Silence for contemplation and meditation, and 
harmony in surrounding environment. 

• Open chakras,.receiving equal amounts of chi energy of that 
colour/sound frequency of each chakra; 

• Easily Being Present to those around you, so not involved in their energy 
reactions to what is happening in their lives; 

• Easily recognise the importance of allowing another to have their various 
life experiences without your interference; allowing these ones their own 
realisations, learning’s and unfolding in their divine timing; 

• Understand that each person is on their own discovery journey – to not 
to take it personally what they choose to do or how they behave. 
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Duality - The Shadow Aspect of White Blue Ray:  You are enjoying your 
state of peace so much you find it hard to be around people who disturb 
your tranquillity and meditation and are highly sensitive. 
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The Deep Blue Aura – Peaceful Communication and 
Learning 

The higher aspect of the Blue 
Ray:  Deep Blue is a wonderful 
peaceful state for contemplation, 
learning and receiving 
information and deep inner 
connection through meditation. 
Deep Blue enjoys harmony, rest 
and time alone - time for 
contemplation, reflection and 
meditation and can easily access 
the bliss and universal 
information. 

• Access easily a receptive 
state of mind and being; 

• Blue is the colour of 
communication, and this is a 
perfect combination with 
receptivity for new learning’s; 

• Indicates a sensitive and intuitive listener; 
• Empathy and gentle insightful communication provides the ability to heal 

others through your loving attention and thoughtful non-judgemental 
interactions; 

• This deep calm has a pacifying effect on others; 
• The quiet contemplative state promotes others to seek your advice;  
• Trusting your intuition will lead to learning about things important for 

your soul’s evolution, giving your life meaning and purpose. 

Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Blue:  –The lower vibration of the Deep Blue 
Ray is the opposite – experiencing deep agitation and limited connection to 
inner peace which can create agitated communication, inability to absorb 
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information from your intuition or from others and can lead to depression – as 
in the saying “Feeling Blue”. 
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Deep Green and Green Aura – Healing, Nurturing, 
Connection to Nature, Rejuvenation 

The higher aspect of the Green Ray:   A Green aura indicates you may be going 
through a healing, the healing is introducing the opportunity for change, new 
direction and new ideas.  Deep green or Emerald indicates a very deep heart 
healing and rejuvenation. 

• Deep Green is a deep 
healing colour and indicates a 
healing is taking place; 

• This is a time for self 
nurturing and self love; allowing 
the pain of emotions from 
events to be acknowledged, the 
learning’s appreciated and 
allowing that painful energy to 
pass through - paving the way 
for the rejuvenating energy of 
Green to come in; 

• When deep healing of the 
Emerald Ray has occurred it 
allows in the energy of fresh 
new change, like the energy of 
Spring; 

• As Green is also 
connected to the heart, 

generosity and open heartedness warm others and bring healing to them 
through your loving attention;  

• There is a strong connection to nature, natural beauty and Elementals; 
• Green also indicates ambition, dedication, focussed attention on goals, 

and a desire to achieve in life. 

Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Green:  – The presence of Deep Green and 
Green is positive in that it is showing you that healing of old wounds is 
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happening but you may be experiencing painful memories coming up, random 
hurtful thoughts and emotions rising up as the healing is taking place.  

The lower aspect of the Green Ray also can be an over-focus on ambitions 
leading to jealousy and envy as in the saying “Green with envy”. 
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Yellow Aura – Intellect, Information, Thought Forms, 
Happiness and Joy 

The higher aspect of the Yellow Ray:   When Yellow prevails it shows your 
intellectual mind is being applied in it’s highest form.  Positive thoughts, plans 
and information activate your Joy and Happiness.  Yellow is all about 
Happiness! 

• Yellow is very much the 
colour of the intellect and 
happiness; when it fills the aura 
it indicates a fully active 
positive mindset and a happy 
nature; 

• If the information being 
engaged with is interesting and 
fun, then the ideal experience 
of Yellow happens.  Your 
happiness working with 
information, planning and 
implemention prevails! 

• Those emitting a Yellow 
colour ray frequency tend to 
attract people – this colour is 
like sunshine.  The vibration of 
Yellow is inspiring, and a fun 
and joyful personality emerges 

and you are enjoying joyful inspired action all the way! 
• A love of the skills that come with using the intellect are activated: 

strategy, planning, organising, research and gathering information, and a 
love of understanding of lots of different areas in detail; 

• Yellow is the colour of happiness, friendships, socialising, love of life and 
all it has to offer, and understanding and fully engaging in it all adds to 
the fun. 
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Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Yellow:  The lower aspect of the Yellow ray 
is the opposite - pre-dominantly you may be experiencing a crazy monkey-
mind of critical and worrying thinking which causes high stress, low self-
esteem and confidence issues. 

You feel like you could be going out of your mind, and it makes you feel 
unhappy and the joy has gone out of life.  If you are experiencing this then it 
is highly recommended you meditate twice a day and practice re-gaining 
control of your mind and teaching it to be quiet when you want it to be 
quiet.  Mind mastery is the key! 
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Golden Aura – Manifesting, Joyful Abundance, Prosperity 
and Opportunities 

The higher aspect of the Gold Ray:   When you are immersed in the Golden Ray 
this is a beautiful experience!  The Golden Ray gifts us connection to 
synchronistic opportunities, prosperity, joyful abundance, easy manifesting and 
being inspirational to others!   

The Golden Ray Is The Colour 
of Manifestation: be clear 
about what you want and that 
your vision is for the highest 
good for all. 

• The Golden Aura is a 
mixture of the Yellow and 
Orange Ray, creating Gold. 

• When your Aura is 
immersed in the Golden Ray it 
is indicating a time you could 
be experiencing opportunities 
coming forward to you 
effortlessly, you think of 
something and it manifests 
easily, lots of synchronicities 
and abundance flows to you 
organically and unexpectedly.  
You put it out to the universe 

and it comes! 
• You are inspiring to others, and people want to be around you; 
• You are experiencing feeling confident, believe in your creative powers 

and value your contribution and efforts to the world. 

Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Gold:  – The pure and crisp higher vibration 
end of the gold colour ray spectrum is all about really knowing your value and 
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your worth.  When our vibration falls in the Golden Ray and the colour 
becomes more muddy looking, our lower aspect traits emerge leading to low 
self esteem, low self worth and unworthiness in many or any area of our life, 
not just money.   

When we are out of alignment with our self worth, lack can be experienced in 
our lives. 

Meditation is very effective in coming in touch with how our feelings of lack 
came into our aura, coming to being at peace with them, and letting them go: 
and allowing in a higher vibration connection to the Golden Ray energy to 
come in. 
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The Orange Aura – Creativity, Creation, Relationships, Pro-
Creation 

The higher aspect of the Orange Ray:   When the Orange Ray dominates your 
energy field then you are experience a direct connection to high levels of 
creativity, and may have latent talent in you particularly genetically – your 
parents/lineage may have talented artists. 

• The Orange Ray is very 
powerful – it is the ray of 
Creation and Creativity and 
pure expression of ourselves; 

• When we are 
experiencing the higher 
vibration of the Orange Ray 
we are really standing in our 
power, and believe in 
ourselves and what we are 
producing - which is unique 
from our own signature Soul 
Essence vibration; 

• When fully immersed in 
the Orange Ray you are so in 
creative mode you may feel 
unstoppable!  It is fun, and 
brings so much joy in seeing 
what you are capable of 
producing; 

• Often those around you love being with you and picking up the high 
vibration of creativeness you are emitting.  It is inspirational and 
motivating! 

• The Orange Ray is also about pro-creation – creating children and 
birthing new projects, so relationships and how we relate and interact 
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with people come from the quality vibration level of the Orange Ray 
within ourselves. 

Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Orange:  When our vibration in the Orange Ray 
within us drops, our lower creation/relating traits emerge – we can become 
separated from feeling we actually have any creativity within us, feel unable to 
do a creative projects, and our relationships can become hard to be in. 

If we are carrying trauma from past relationship and sexual relationships, this 
will also lower the vibration of Orange Ray in us. 

Meditation is recommended, giving our aura and body the chance to release 
the stress and blocks from past trauma. 
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The Red Aura – Passion, Motivation, Belonging in the 
Community, Safety and Security 

The higher aspect of the Red Ray:   This high vibration of the Red Ray is so 
beautiful and quite often it is seen as a negative colour.  This is a myth, as the 
pure crisp vibration of ruby red means we experience positive motivation, 
passion and action in our lives.   

•  You feel accepted and 
that you belong in the family, 
community and the ‘tribe’ of 
those close to you; 

• You are valued and 
loved by those close to you, 
and they easily see your 
positive worth in the group; 

• You are ‘on fire’ with 
passionate motivation about 
what is important and positive 
for yourself and the group; 

• You feel safe and secure 
to take action in the world; 

• You feel grounded and 
‘solid’ to do what needs to be 
done; 

• You are able to discern 
when to ‘turn the heat up’ if 
you need to lay boundaries 

and do it in a loving but firm and assertively authoritive logical way; 
• You are driven to accomplish your mission and tasks. 
• Leadership skills come to the fore in the Red Ray – large projects and 

long term missions can be undertaken and lead to fruition by a person 
connected with the Red Ray. 
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Duality - The Shadow Aspect of Red:  This is the aspect many people identify 
with.  The person ‘seeing red’ with uncontrollable rage-filled anger outbursts, 
with no mindfulness or care of the fallout.  It can be typical of the lower 
vibration of the Red Ray to have family issues, feel unsafe in the world and 
complete lack of feelings of security.  This aura photo shows the muddy red on 
the left of the photo, and the clear pure red on the right, to see the 
comparison. 

A low vibration in the Red Ray together with a low vibration in the Yellow Ray 
can lead to experiencing a lack in abundance and lead to feeling unsafe and 
uncared for in the world. 

Meditation is recommended to receive understandings and low energy 
releases. 

 

 

ENDS. 
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